HERITAGE MANAGEMENT - 2017

Heritage Management has developed into a major area of global scholarship, government regulation and industrial consultancy in recent decades. Embedded in a world heritage framework, this program will provide graduates from archaeology, anthropology, history and cognate disciplines in planning and environmental management with “employer-ready” skills, meeting national expectations for transition into, or professional development within the heritage industry.

Taking advantage of UQ’s existing strong expertise in research and consulting across the heritage spectrum - including our in-house consultancy unit UQCHU, the program will focus on developing professional management skills and knowledge of the legal frameworks, processes and practices utilised in managing heritage places such as archaeological sites, landscapes, places of spiritual, and other cultural significance, and heritage buildings. Ethically focused and drawing on perspectives from archaeology, anthropology, history and other cognate disciplines, students will put their knowledge into practice in field and classroom settings.

We offer a Graduate Certificate, a Masters (#16) which can be an option for students who have completed honours in a cognate discipline, and a Masters (#24) which can be an option for students who have completed a bachelor degree in a cognate discipline.

Students in the Graduate Certificate in Heritage Management complete:
#8 from the Heritage Management course list, consisting of:
#6 from Part A; and
#2 from Part B

Students in the Master of Heritage Management (#16) complete:
#16 from the Heritage Management course list, consisting of:
#6 from Part A; and
#6 from Part B; and
#4 from Part C

Students in the Master of Heritage Management (#24) complete:
#24 from the Heritage Management course list, consisting of:
#6 from Part A; and
#10 from Part B; and
#8 from Part C

For further information and advice contact:
School of Social Science
Telephone: 07 3365 3236
Email: student.socsci@uq.edu.au
Website: www.social-science.uq.edu.au

The course list, along with program rules and requirements for Heritage Management can be accessed via Courses and Programs: http://www.uq.edu.au/study.

All courses are worth #2 (2 units) unless otherwise noted

Part A
ARCA7000 World Heritage
ARCA7002 Managing Cultural Heritage Places
[ARCA7010 Advanced Heritage Field School]
MUSM7010 Museum Studies Field School A

Part B
ANTH7260 Applied Anthropology and Indigenous Territories
ENVM7123 Regulatory Frameworks for Environmental Management & Planning
EVNT7051 Event Planning & Project Management
GEOM7005 Geographical Information Systems
LAW7828 Cultural Heritage Law
MUSM7000 Museum Context
MUSM7003 Museum Management
MUSM7006 Exhibiting Culture: Theory & Practice
SOCY7190 Evaluating Social Programs
SOSC7123 Community Planning, Engagement and Governance
TOUR7031 Visitor Management

or other postgraduate elective courses as approved by the Program Director

Part C
ARCA7007 Applied Research in Heritage Management (#4)
ARCA7008 Dissertation Heritage Management (#8)